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20th October 1982

Study Group on Europe

Thank you for havincr sent to me a cony of your
letter to Geoffrey dated 15th October.

I find myself in respectful a:;reement with ali- - '
that you write in that letter.

I am a Gaullist- I believe in the free movement
of neonle, goods and capital bet;reen the fi'ember
States of the  Community  ; i espouse the cause of
"Europe des natries".

I want to see the maximum cooperation between
the Member States which have so much in common
and yet whose history and traditions are  no
diverse.

I am suspicious of the presumed advanta=-e of the
significant bureaucracies which have grown up
in Brussels, Luxembourg and Strasbourm I snake
and voted against the Second and Third Readings
of the Eurorean Asserbly Direct Elections Bill
and enclose the text of J the speech which I made
on that occasion.

'y constituents in Eastbour:e elect, directly
their representative to the=Eurouah Council,
the County Council and to the souse of Commons.
i do not think that their prospects of harrires
or of being better c,overned have been improved
by having a fourth elected representative in the
European Assembly.
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Like you, I am no enthusiast for the European State,
whether Federal or otherwise-. there is a distinct
(and to me unwelcome) element of 11 -L
activities of the Commission and of the Council of
Ministers, in whose assumed superior wis4om I have
little confidence.

There has been a threat over the past 30 years and
more to multiply the organs of government and dimish
the status and responsibility of the individual.
I think that our Party caught the tide of public
opinion about this= and yet, too often, I see the
Community moving in the opposite direction.

It is only right to acknowledge that there is a
significant body of opinion within the Conservative
Party which disagrees with these thoughts: but I
think that these views do not differ significantly
from those of the Prime Minister.

I  will  show a copy of your letter to Geoffrey and
of this reply ,  to the Pri me Minister and I would
welcome a talk .  I have asked Tessa to give you a
ring , in the hope that you will come and have lunch
one  day-

I  a ,  also sending a cony of this letter to Geoffrey.

IAN CV .

Professor Lord Thomas
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